RELATION OF CATERING INDUSTRY TO OTHER INDUSTRIES
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- To understand various catering establishment.
- To understand the relation between the industries.
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RELATION OF CATERING INDUSTRY TO OTHER INDUSTRIES

Catering plays an important role -

- **In railways** special dining cars, pantry cars are there in the trains. Also special food stalls are available on all railway stations.

- **The airlines** looks after the catering department much more care fully than others in terms of food quality and hygiene. The food is packed in light casserole dishes and plastic cutlery is used. The kitchen at the aerodrome is called as flight kitchen.
Industrial catering caters to the employees at subsidized rates; in this system there a token or coupon system and self service or cafeteria style of service is provided.

Welfare catering is done by Charitable organizations or Government for sectors such as Prisons, Army, Orphanages, Old Age homes.
Steel industries - All the stainless steel equipments for kitchen and restaurants are usually made of steel.

The Cooking range in the kitchen, Salamanders, Deep fat fryers, Hot plates, and cold storages are fabricated of steel.

The engineering department has the generator set, the elevators, Air conditioning units all made of steel.
RELATION OF CATERING INDUSTRY TO OTHER INDUSTRIES

- Hotel Management Institutes – it is meeting the demand supply ratio for the trained manpower as regards to the booming demand for jobs & industrial training.
- Lots of students enroll themselves for a flourishing career in Hospitality industry.
- Travel agencies - provide business for hotels & also in turn depend on hotels & Airlines, Railways & road transport. They are made for each other.
Electricity, Water supply, Cooking gas - Large revenue is given to these departments because hotels consume lots of electricity water, cooking gas, most hotels have LPG (liquefied petroleum gas) bank.

Government organizations – hotels also depends on Municipal Corporation for taking license for food. State & Central Govt. for bar license etc.
Local suppliers – The suppliers for fruits, Vegetables, Groceries, Meat, and Fish Poultry also maintain good relations with the hotels and settle down for a contractual agreement. They give quality supply.
There is a everlasting relation between catering industry & other industries as it provides the basic needs of Food & Beverage for human being.
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